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Abstract 

A (I, -1 )-matrix will be called a bent type matrix if each row and each 
column are bent sequences. A similar description can be found in Carlisle 
M. Adams and Stafford E. Tavares, Generating and counting binary se
quences, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. 36, no. 5, pp. 1170-1173, 
1990, in which the authors use the properties of bent type matrices to con
struct a class of bent functions. In this paper we give a general method to 
construct bent type matrices and show that the bent sequence obtained 
from a bent type matrix is a generalized result of the Kronecker product 
of two known bent sequences. 
Also using two known bent sequences of length 22k

- 2 we can construct 
2k - 2 bent sequences of length 2

2k
, more than in the ordinary construc

tion, which gives construct 10 bent sequences of length 22k from two known 
bent sequences of length length 22k- 2 • 

Let Vn be the vector space of n tuples of elements from GF(2). Let a, {3 E Vn. Write 
a = (al,··· I an), {3 = (bI1 ···, bn ), where ai, bi E GF(2). Write (a,(3) = "LJ=1 ajbj for 
the scalar product of a and (3. 

Definition 1 We call the function hex) = alxl + ... + anxn + c, aj, C E GF(2), an 
affine function, in particular I h( x) will be called a linear function if C = o. 
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Definition 2 Let f(x) be a function from Vn to GF(2) (simply, a function on Vn). 
If 

:z:EV" 

for every f3 E Vn . We call f(x) a bent function on Vn . 

From Definition 2, bent functions on Vn only exist for even n. Bent functions were 
first introduced and studied by Rothaus [13]. Further properties, constructions and 
equivalence bounds for bent functions can be found in [2], [5], [7], [12], [16]. 
Kumar, Scholtz and Welch [6] defined and studied the bent functions from Z; to Zq. 
Bent functions are useful for digital communications, coding theory and cryptography 
[3], [1], [4], [7], [8], [10], [9], [11], [12]. 

We say a = (al,"', an) < f3 = (bl ,···, bn) if there exists k, 1 ~ k ~ 2n
, such that 

al = bl, ... , ak-l = bk - l and ak = 0, bk = 1. Hence we can order all vectors in Vn by 
the relation < 

where 
ao (0"",0), 
al (0,,,,,1), 

a2,,-1_1 (0, I, ... ,1), 
a2,,-1 (1,0, .. ·,0), 

a2Y1.-1 (1,1,,,,,1). 

Definition 3 Let f(x) be a function from Vn to GF(2). We call (_1)!(ao), (_l)!(ad , 
... , (_1)!(a2 Y1.) the sequence of f(x). We call the sequence of f(x) a bent sequence if 
f(x) is bent. A (1, -I)-sequence will be called an affine sequence a (linear sequence) 
if it is the sequence of an affine function (a linear function). 

Definition 4 A (1, -1 )-matrix H of order h will be called an Hadamard matrix if 
HHT = hJn. 

If h is the order of an Hadamard matrix then his 1,2 or divisible by 4 [IS). A special 
kind of Hadamard matrix defined as following will be relevant. 

Definition 5 The Sylvester-Hadamard matrix (or Walsh-Hadamard matrix) of order 
2n, denoted by Hn, is generated by the recursive relation 

H [
Hn-l H n - 1 1 1 2 IT 1 n = H -H ,n = , , ... , .l.lO = . 

n-l n-l 



Let f(x) be a function from Vn to GF(2), < be the sequence (regarded as a row vector) 
of f( x). Then the following three conditions are equivalent 

(i) f(x) is bent, 

(ii) 2-~n Hn<T is a (I, -1 )-row vector, 

(iii) for any affine sequence 1 «, l) = ±2~n. 

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) can be found in many references, for example, [2], 
[16]. Note that any affine sequence of length 2n is a row of ±Hn (see subsection 2.3) 
thus (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 

Definition 6 We call a (1, -I)-matrix of order 2m X 2n a bent type matrix if each row 
is a bent sequence of length of 2n and each column is a bent sequence of length of 2m . 

For example, 

[

+ + + -] + + - + 
- - + ' 
+ + - + 

where + and - denote 1 and -1 respectively, is a bent type matrix of order 4. A 
similar description can be found in [2, p. 1171]. 

Definition 7 A (1, -1 )-matrix of order 2m X 2n will be called an affine type matrix 
if each row is an affine sequence of length of 2n and each column is an affine sequence 
of length of 2m

• 

For example, 

is an affine type matrix of order 4 X 8. Any Walsh-Hadamard matrix is an affine type 
matrix (see subsection 2.3). 

Definition 8 Let Al and A2 be affine type matrices of order 2m X 2n. If A2 = Q AlP 
where Q and P are diagonal matrices of order 2m and 2n whose diagonals consist of 
±1 we say Al q.nd A2 are equivalent. 
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For ~=ple [~ ! ! ~] ~d [I I I I] Me equivalent affine type 

matrices. 

Definition 9 We call each of the four (1, -I)-sequences of length 2 ++, +-, --, 
-+ El-constructed. Recursively, suppose En-constructed has been defined for n = 
1, ... ,k 1. The (1, -I)-sequence I will be said to be Ek-constructed if I = (l', ±l') 
where I' is Ek-I-constructed. 

1 Bent Type Matrices 

1.1 Bent Type Matrices Constructed from Affine Type Ma
trices 

Lemma 1 Let bo, bI, . .. ,b2"-1 be a bent sequence and Co, CI, ... ,C2n-1 be an affine 
sequence} then boca, bICI, ... , b2"-lC2n-1 is a bent sequence. 

Proof. Let bo, bI, .. . , b2n-1 be the sequence of a bent function f from Vn to GF(2) 
and co, CI, ... ,C2n-1 be the sequence of an affine function from Vn to GF(2). Note 
that boCo, bICl, ... , b2"-IC2n-1 is the sequence of f + g. From Property 1 [6, p. 95] 
f + g is bent. This proves the lemma. 0 

Bent type matrices can be used to construct bent sequences. For convenience, we 
quote a part of the Theorem found in [2] 

Theorem 1 Let B = (bi;) be a bent type matrix of order 2m X 2n. Write (3; 
(bl ;) ... , b2m.;), j = 1, ... , 2n and £Xi = (bil ••. bi2n.), j = 1, ... ,2m

. Then both 

(2- im{31Hm, "', 2-im{32nHm) 

and 
1 1 

(2-'2 na1Hn1 "', 2-'2na2m.Hn) 

are bent sequences of length 2m+n. 

Proof. The proof can be found in [2, p. 1171]. o 

Using the three equivalent conditions of bent functions in Section 1, both 2-im {3;Hm 

and 2-ina.Hn are bent sequences of length 2m and 2n. Hence Theorem 1 gives an 
example that the concatenation of some bent sequences is also bent. In general this 
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is not true if some extra conditions are not satisfied. For example, each of + + +-, 
+ + -+, + ++, + ++ is bent but the concatenation of the four sequences 
is not bent. The conditions for bent type matrices are restrictive. In this section we 
use affine type matrices to construct bent type matrices. 

Theorem 2 Let A be an affine type matrix of order 2m X 211. J P be a diagonal matrix 
of order 2n whose diagonal is a bent sequence of length 2n

, say ao, al, ... , a2n-l and 
Q be a diagonal matrix of order 2m whose diagonal is a bent sequence of length 2m

, 

say bo, b1 , ... , b2'"'-1' Then QAP is a bent type matrix of order 2m X 2n. 

Proof. Since each row of A is an affine sequence, by Lemma 1, each row of AP is a 
bent sequence. Note each column of AP is still an affine sequence. By Lemma 1, each 
column of QAP is a bent sequence. Note each row of QAP is still a bent sequence. 
This proves the theorem. 0 

To find the bent sequences using the special construction mentioned in Theorem 1, 
we first construct bent type matrices using Theorem 2. In particular, when the affine 
matrix A in Theorem 2 consists of only ones, the bent type matrix mentioned in 
Theorem 2 yields a bent sequence which is the Kronecker product (see [15]) of two 

1 1 
bent sequences: 2-'2m(3jHm and 2-'2naiHn' Thus we have reproved Theorem 1 [16] 
using a different method. 

Corollary 1 Let Tn denote the number of different bent sequences on Vn with first en
tries + and O"mXn denote the number of inequivalent affine type matrices of 
order 2m X 2n. Then there exist at least TmTnO"mXn different bent type matrices of 
order 2m X 2n. 

Proof. We first note that for a fixed affine type matrix of order 2m X 2n , we can 
construct at least TmTn different bent type matrices of order 2m X 2n by using Theorem 
2. Otherwise suppose B is an affine type matrix of order 2m X 2n

, Ql =j:. Q2 or PI =j:. P2 
but QIBPI = Q2BP2 where each Qj and each Pj are the matrices mentioned in the 
proof of Theorem 2 whose first entries on the diagonals are +. Thus 

(1) 

Note that both Q2Ql and P1 P2 are diagonal matrices whose diagonals consist of ±l. 
Let Q2Ql = diag(ql,"', q2k), P1P2 = diag(Pl!'" ,P2k). Let Bl = (bb"', b2kf be 
the first column of B. Compare the first columns on each side of (1) then we have 
qjbjPI bj, j = 1, ... , 2k thus qj = PI) j = 1, ... ,2k and thus Q2Ql = ±12k according 
as PI = ±l. Hence Q2Ql = e12'rn and P1 P2 = el2n where e = ±l. Since the first 
entries on the diagonals of Ql, Q2, Pll P2 are +, QI = Q2 and PI = P2. This contra
dicts the assumption that Ql =j:. Q2 or PI =j:. P2 • 

Secondly we note that if BI and B2 are inequivalent affine type matrices of 
order 2m X 2n

, there exist no Q 1, Q 2, PI, P2 as mentioned in Theorem 2 such that 



QIBIPI = Q2B2P2. Otherwise we would have Q2QIB 1P1P2 = B 2. This contradicts 
the assumption that BI and B2 are inequivalent. Hence we have established the corol
lary. 0 

1.2 Constructing Affine Type Matrices 

Lemma 2 Write Hn 

a linear function on Vn. 

[ :: 1 where li is a row of Hn· Then Ii is the sequence of 

l2~-I 

Proof. The proof can be found in [14]. o 

We can now establish: 

Theorem 3 An (1, -l}-matrix of order 2m X 2n is an affine type matrix if and only 
if each row is En-constructed and each column is Em-constructed. 

Proof. Note that Hn has 2n rows and there exist 2n linear sequences of length 
2n. By Lemma 2 each linear sequence is a row of Hn and thus each affine sequence 
is a row of ±Hn. By the Definition of Hn each row of Hn and is En-constructed. 
Hence each affine sequence is En-constructed. On the other hand, there exist 2n+l 
En-constructed (1 -I)-sequences and 2n+l affine sequences. Thus each En-constructed 
(I, -I)-sequence is affine. 0 

Theorem 4 Let Al be an affine type matrix of order 2m1 X 2n1 with rank rl and A2 be 
an affine type matrix of order 2m2 X 2n2 with rank r2. Then Al X A2 is an affine type 
matrix of order 2m1 +m2 X 2n1 +n2 with rank rlr2, where X is the Kronecker product. 

Proof. Note that each row of Al X A2 is Enl+n2-constructed and each column of 
Al x A.2 is Eml +m2 -constructed. Hence by Theorem 3, Al X A2 is an affine type 
matrix. 
Let 0 1 be the invertible submatrix of order rl and O2 be the invertible submatrix of 
order r2. Hence by (25) of [16, p. 114], 0 1 X O2 is invertible and thus the rank of 
Al x A2 is at least rlr2. 
On the other hand, since the ranks of Al and A2 are rl and r2 respectively, write 
aI, ... ,ar1 for the linearly independent row vectors of AI, and /31, ... ,/3r2 for the 
linearly independent column vectors of A2 • Note that any row vector of Al is a 



linear combination of aI, ... ,ar1 and any row vector of A2 is a linear combination of 
{31, ... , (3r2' Any row vector of Al X A2 can be written as a X f3, where a is a row 
vector of Al and f3 is a row vector of AI. Write a = 2:;;'1 ajaj and f3 = 2:;;1 bj f3j, 
where each aj and bj E GF(2). Hence 

Tl T2 

a x {3 = I: I: aibj(ai X (3j). 
i=I j=l 

This proves that the rank of Al x A2 is at most rIr2 and hence it is exactly rIra. 0 

Corollary 2 (i) Let A be an affine type matrix of order 2m X 271. with rank rand 
a be the row vector of an affine sequence of length 28

• Then both a X A and 
A x a are affine type matrices of order 2m X 2n+1I with rank r. 

(ii) Let a be the row vector of an affine sequence of length 28
• Then both a x Hn 

and Hn x a are affine type matrices of order 2n x 271.+8 with rank 2n 
J where Hn 

is a Walsh-Hadamard matrix. 

(iii) Let a be the row vector of an affine sequence of length 2 8 and f3 be the row vector 
of an affine sequence of length 2t. Then a X f3T is an affine type matrix of order 
2t X 211 with rank 1. 

Theorem 5 For any integers k, n, m, 0 ~ k ~ n ~ m, there exists at least (2k I)! 
inequivalent (under the meaning in Definition 8) affine type matrices of order 2m X 2n 

with rank 2k. 

Proof. Write Walsh-Hadamard matrix Hk = [hI'" halo] where each hj is a column 
vector of H k • We first prove that any two [hI hj2 ... hj21o ] and [hI hi2 ... hi2k ] are 

inequivalent if ja) ... ,j21o and i 2,' .. I i2k are two different rearrangements of 2, ... , 2k. 
Otherwise if there exist diagonal matrices as mentioned in Definition 8, say Q = 
diag(qI' ... ,q21o), P = diag(PI,'" ,P21o), then Q = ±I21o, P = ±I21o, since 

(2) 

and comparing the first columns on each side of (2), we have qjajPI = aj where 
(al,"', a2k? = hI) thus qj = PI, j = 1, ... , 2k and thus Q = according as 
PI ±l. By the same reasoning we can prove that P = ±I2k, according as ql = ±l. 
On the other hand, there exists an integer t, 2 ~ t ~ 2k such as jt f=. it and thus 
hjt f=. hit' We note that (2) cannot hold by comparing hjt and hit' This proves the 
above statement. 
Let R be the matrix of order 2m - k X 2n - k with elements ones. By Theorem 4 
[hI hj2 .•• hj2k ] X R is an affine type matrix of order 2m X 271. with rank 2k. Per-

muting j2, ... ,j2k we obtain (2k - I)! inequivalent matrices of this kind. 0 

Note that O! = 1 in Theorem 5. 



Corollary 3 For any positive integers nand m, n ;£ m, there exist at least 
Ek'=o(2k 

- I)! inequivalent (within the meaning· of Definition 8) affine type matri
ces of order 2m X 2n. 

Proof. We note that if two matrices have different ranks they are inequivalent within 
the meaning of Definition 8. 0 

Corollary 4 For any positive integers n ;£ m there exists at least TnTm Ek=O(2k -I)! 
diffcrent bent type matrices of order 2m X 2n. 

Proof. By Corollary 3 O"mxn ~ Ek=1(2k -1)!. An application of Corollary 1 completes 
the proof. 0 

2 Combination of Two Known Bent Sequences 

2.1 Enumeration of N ondegenerate Linear Transformations 

We replace the real numbers 1, 2, ... , 2n by the vectors 

Qo = (0"",0), al = (0"",0,1), ... , a2n.-l = (1,1,·· ·1) E Vn 

respectively. Let c.p be nondegenerate linear transformation on Vn. Set (3j = c.p( aj), 
j = 0, 1, ... , 2n 

- 1. 

Lemma 3 If Cl, C2, ... ,e2'" i. e. Cao , Cal' •.. ,Ca2n._l is an affine sequence then C{3o' C{3l' 

.•• ,ef32n_l is also an affine sequence. 

Proof. Let Cao' Call"') Ca2n _ 1 be the sequence of the affine function h(x1,"" x n ) 

on Vn. Set h(c.p(xl)"" xn)) = g(X1) ... , xn) thus h(c.p(aj)) = g(aj) i.e. h({3j) = g(aj) 
and thus c{3j = (_l)h({3j) = (_l)g(aj ). Since g(X11"" xn) is an affine function the 
sequence of 9 i.e. C{3o, C{31' ••. ,Cf32n._l is an affine sequence. 0 

Lemma 4 There exist exactly IIj,;:-J(2n 
- 2j) nondegenerate linear transformations 

on Vn • 

Proof. An equivalent statement is that there exist exactly IIj,;:-J(2n 2j ) non

degenerate matrices of order n over GF(2). Write D = [ ~1 1 ' a non-degenerate 

D 2 n. 

7R 



matrix of order n over GF(2), where Di is the i-th row of D. Note that Dl has 2n 1 
choices (excluding the case that Dl is the zero vector). After Dl is fixed Dz has 2n - 2 
choices (excluding Dz dlDl where dl 0,1). After Dl and Dz are fixed D3 has 
2n - 22 choices (excluding D3 = dlDl + dzDz, where dt, dz = 0,1). Continuing this 
reasoning, after Db' .. , Dn- l have been fixed Dn has 2n - 2n- l choices (excluding 
Dn = Lj;;;; djD j , where each dj = 0,1). In total D has IIj;;;J(2n-2i) different choices. 
o 

Lemma 5 (i) All nondegenerate linear transformations on Vn can be divided into 
2n 

- 1 disjoint classes fh, ... ,02"-1 such that 'PI and CP2 are in the same class 
if and only if {'Pl(aO)"'" 'Pl(aZn-Ld} = {cpz(ao), ... , 'Pz(azn-Ll)}, 

(ii) Inj I 2n- l IIj;;;~(2n-1 2j ), j = 1, ... ,2n - L 

Proof. Fix a nondegenerate linear transformation on Vn1 say 'Po. Write 'Po(aj) {3J, 
j = 1, ... ,2n 1. 
We now count 'P such that 'P and 'Po are in the same class i.e. {'P( ao), ... , cp( azn-l_1} = 
{cpo(ao), ... ,'P0(a2n-1-d} = {{3o, ... ,{3zn-l-l}' This counting is equivalent to count-
ing the nondegenerate linear transformations on Vn , say 'lj;, such that {'if;((3o), ... , 
'ljJ({3zn-Ll)} = {{30, ... , f3Z"-Ll} because if we set 'P = 'if;cpo then {'P( ao), ... , 
'Pl(azn-Ll)} = {'ljJ'Po(ao), ... ,'ljJcpo(aZn-Ll)} = {'if; (f30) , .. ,'if;(,Bzn-l-l)} = {{30, .. , 
{3zn-1-1} {'Po( ao), ... , 'Po( a2n - 1 _d}· Since {ao, . .. ,aZ,..-l-l} contains at, az, az2, ... 
azn-2 but contains no aj, j = 2n

-
1, ... ,aZ"-l, the rank of {ao, . .. azn-l_l} is n - 1. 

Note that any nondegenerate linear transformation preserves the rank of any set of 
vectors thus the rank of {f30, .. . , f3zn-1-1} is also n 1. Suppose {3ill"" f3j.,.-t E 
{f30, ... ,f3zn-L1} is a basis for {{30, ... , {3zn-l-l}' Add an appropriate vector in Vn, 
say "Y, such that {3jl' ... ,f3j,..-l' "Y form a basis of Vn . 

We now determine 'if; such that {'if;(f30), ... ,'ljJ({3zn-l-l)} {,so, ... ,f3Zn-1-l}' For this 
purpose a necessary and sufficient condition is 

'ljJ({3i1) = cnf3j1 + c1zf3j2 + ... + c1n-1,Bin_l 
'ljJ({3jz) = c21f3jl + C2Z{3i2 + ... + cZn-l,Bin_l 

'ljJ(f3in-l) = Cn-nf3il + Cn-1Z{3j2 + ... + Cn-ln-1f3i .. _l 

'ljJ( "Y) dd3j1 + dz{3j2 + ... + dn - 1{3in_l + e"( 

where (Cii) is a nondegenerate matrix of order n - 1 on Vn - 1 and e = 1 since 'if; is a 
nondegenerate linear transformation. By Lemma 4 (C;j) has IIj;;;~(2n-l - 2j ) choices. 
On the other hand (d1 ,"', dn - 1 ) has 2n

-
1 choices. In total 'lj; has 2n-1IIj;;;~(2n-l -2 j ) 

choices. This proves that Inil = 2n- l IIj;;;~(2n-l - 2i ), j = 1, ... ,2n -1. By Lemma 4 
there exist IIj;;;J(2n - 2j

) nondegenerate linear transformations on Vn . Thus we have 
IIj;;;J(2n - 2j )/2n

-
1 IIj;;;~(2n-l - 2i) 2n - 1 disjoint classes. 0 



2.2 Combination of Two Known Bent Functions 

In this section we replace 1, 2, ... , 22k- 1 by vectors in V2k-l: ao = (0,·,,) 0), 
al = (0, ... ,0,1), ... , a22le-Ll = (1,1, ... ,1) respectively. 
Let cp be a nondegenerate linear transformation on Y2k-l. Set f3j = cp(aj), j = 0,1, ... , 
22k

-
1 1. Suppose 6 = (al,···, a22le-2) and 6 = (b1,"', b22le-2) are two bent se

quences of length 22k-2. We now construct a (1, -1 )-sequence of length 22\ denoted 
by ." = ("'1, "'2) where each "'j is of length 22k- 1

, by using (1, 6 and cp. 

Construction 1 Let the /Jo-th, the /Jl-th, ... , and the f322k-Ll-th entries of 1]1 
be aI, a2, ... , a22k-1 respectively and let the /J22k-2-th, the /J22k-2+1-th, .,. , and the 
/J22k-l_l-th entries of 1]1 be bl , b2 , ... , b22k-l respectively. 
Next let the /Jo-th, the /Jl-th, ... , and the 's22k-2_rth entries of"'2 be al, a2, ... , a22le-1 
respectively and let the /J22le-2-th, the /J22k-2+I-th, ... , and the /J22k-l_l-th entries of 
1]2 be -bl, -b2 , ••• ,-b22k-l respectively. 

Set 1] = (1]11 "'2)' 

Lemma 6 .", in Construction 1, is a bent sequence of length 22k. 

Proof. Let L be an affine sequence of length 22k. By Theorem 3 L = (l, ±l) 
where I is an affine sequence of length 2 2k- 1 • Write I = (el' e2, .•. ,e22/e-l) i.e. I = 
(eao , ea1 , ... ,ea22k-Ll)' Write 1 = (11, 12 ) where each Ij is of length 2 2k

-
2

• By Theorem 

3, each lj is an affine sequence of length 22k
-

2 and 12 = ±It. 
We now consider (1], L) = (1]1,11 ) + (1]2,12), 
Case 1: L (l, 1). By Construction 1 

where 
22/e-2 22k- 2 

(.,,1, I) = L aje{3j_l + L bje{322k-2+i_l 
j=l j=l 

and 
22k-2 22k- 2 

(1]2) l) = L aje{3i_l - L bje{322k-2+i_l' 
j=1 j=1 

Thus 

22 1<-2 

(1], L) = 2 L aje{3i_l' (3) 
j=l 

Write 1* = (e{3o, e{31' ... , e{322k - 1 )' by Lemma 3, it is an affine sequence of length 2
2k

-
1

. 

Write l* = (li, I;) where each E; is of length 2
2k

-
2

. By Theorem 3 each 1; is an affine 
sequence of length 22k- 2 . 



Thus (3) becomes ("l, L) = 2«1, l~}. Note that 6 is a bent sequence oflength 22k- 2 and 
Zr is an affine sequence oflength 22k-2. Thus (6, l~) = ±2k- 1 and hence ("l, L) = ±2k. 
Case 2: L = (1, -1). By Construction 1 

("l, L) = ("l1, l) - ("l2, l) 

where 
22 /0-2 22,.-2 

("l1, l) = L 
j=l 

ajef3i_l + b·ef3 
J 22/0-2+;_1 

and 
22,.-2 22 ,.-2 

("l2, I) = L ajef3i_l L b ·ef3 
J 22"-2+i_1' 

j=l j=l 

Thus 

22"-2 

("l, L) = 2 L bj ef322,.-2+i_l = 2(6, I;). 
j=l 

(4) 

Note that ea is a bent sequence of length 22k- 2 and I; is an affine sequence of length 
22k- 2. Thus «2, Z;) ±2k- 1 and hence (4) becomes ("l, L) = ±2k. 
Since L is arbitrary, by the three equivalent conditions of bent functions, "l is a bent 
sequence. 0 

Construction 2 let the ,Bo-th, the ,B1-th, ... , and the ,822/O-2_1-th entries of "l1 
be aI, a2, . .. , a2:lIc-1 respectively and let the ,B22k-2-th, the 1'322k-2+1-th, ... , and the 
!122k-L1-th entries of "l1 be b11 b2) ... , b22k-l respectively. 
Next let the ,Bo-th, the ,Bl-th, ... , and the !122k-L1-th entries of "l2 be -aI, -a2, ... , 
-a22k-1 respectively and let the ,B22k-2-th, the ,B22k-2+1-th, ... , and the ,B22,.-1_rth 
entries of 'f/2 be b11 b2 ) •• • , b22k-l respectively. 
Set "l = ('f/1 "l2)' 

Lemma 7 "ll in Construction 2) is a bent sequence of length 22k. 

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6. o 

2.3 Enu,meration of Bent Sequences by Construction 1 and 
2 

Lemma 8 Let 3h denote the set of bent sequences of length 22k obtained via Con
struction 1 and 3~k denote the set of bent sequences of length 22k obtained via Con
struction 2. Then 3~k n 3~k = <p where <p denotes the empty set. 



Proof. Suppose we construct the bent sequence of length 22k , say TJ = (TJI) TJ2), 
by using the bent sequences 6 = (all"" a22Je-2), 6 (bl ,···, b22Je-2) and the non
degenerate linear transformation on V2k-l, denoted by 'P, in Construction 1. Simi
larly we suppose in Construction 2 we construct a bent sequence of length 22k , say 
TJ' = (TJ~, TJ~), by using bent sequences 6 = (a~, ... , a~21e-2 ), e 2 (b~, ... , b~2Je-2) and 
a nondegenerate linear transformation on V2k-l, denoted by cp'. 
Set (3j = 'P(aj), (:Jj = 'P'(aj) wherej = 0,1, ... ,22k- l _1. Note that (3o = 'P(ao), 
(3~ 'P'( ao) and ao = (0,0,· .. ,0) thus {:Jo = {3~ = (0,0, ... ,0) since both 'P and 'PI 
are linear transformations. 
In Construction 1 al occurs in the {3o-th place of TJl also al occurs in the {3o-th place 
of 772. Thus the first entries in TJl and TJ2 are the same. 
In Construction 2 a~ occurs in the {3o-th place of TJ~ also -ai occurs in the {3o-th place 
of 77~' Thus the first entries in TJ~ and TJ~ are negatives each other. This proves that 
TJ =I- TJ'· Since both TJ and TJ' are arbitrary, 3~k n 3~k = ¢. 0 

By Lemma 5 we divide all nondegenerate linear transformations on V2k- 1 into 22k- 1 -1 
disjoint classes: fh, ... , n22k-l_1 such that 'PI and 'P2 are in the same class if and only 
if {epl( ao), ... , 'PI( a22k- 2 _1)} = {'P2( ao), ... ,'P2( a22Je- L d}· 
We fix a 'Ps Ens) s = 1, ... ,22k- 1 

- 1. 

Lemma 9 Suppose we construct the bent sequence of length 22k , say T} (TJI, TJ2), by 
using the bent sequences 6 = (al,' . , ,a221e-2), 6 = (bl , . , . ,b221e-2) and the nondegen
erate linear transformation on V2k-IJ denoted by 'Ps where 'Ps Ens, in Construction 
1 (2). Also in Construction 1 (2) we construct a bent sequence of length 22k I say 
TJI = (TJ~) TJ~), by using bent sequences el = (ai,'" ,a~2k-2)J e2 = (bi,'" ,b~2k-2) and a 
nondegenerate linear transformation on V2k-l J denoted by 'Pt where 'Pt E nt • If t =f. s 
then TJ =f. TJ', 

Proof. Set (3j = 'Ps( aj), (:Jj = 'Pt( aj) where j = 0,1, ... ,22k- 1 -1. Since {'Ps( ao), .. , , 
'PI (0:22k- 2 _1)} =f. {'Pt( ao), ... , 'P2( a22k- 2 _1)} i.e. {{:Jo, .. . ,{:J221e - 2 _1} =f. {{3~, ... ,{3~2Je-2_l} 
there exists a {3 such that {3 E {{3o, ... ,{:J22k- 2 -l} but {3 rt {{3~, ... ,{3~2k-2_l}' 
In Construction 1 we note that {3 E {{:JOI ... ,{322k-2-l} and we can suppose aio occurs 
in the {3-th place of TJl and aio also occurs in the {3-th place of TJ2. Thus the entry in 
the {3-th place of TJl and the entry in the {3-th place of TJ2 are the same. 
For TJ ' , in Construction 1, we note that {:J rf. {{3b, ... ,{3~2k-2_l} thus {3 E {{3~2Je-2' ... , 
{3~2"-1_l} and we can suppose bjo occurs in the {:J-th place of TJ~ and -bjo occurs in 
the {3-th place of TJ~. Thus the entry in the {3-th place of TJ~ and the entry in the {3-th 
place of TJ~ are negatives of each other. This proves TJ =f. TJ'. Similarly we can prove 
the lemma for Construction 2. 0 

Lemma 10 We fix 'Ps Ens' Suppose we construct the bent sequence of length 22k j say 
TJ = (TJl, TJ2), by using the bent sequences 6 = (al,'" , a22k- 2 ) I 6 = (bl ,·'· , b22k":'2 ) 
and the nondegenerate linear transformation on V2k-l, say 'PSI in Construction 1 
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(2). Also in Construction 1 (2) we construct a bent sequence of length 22k I say 
7J' = (7J~ 1 "'~) I by using bent sequences e1 = (a~ 1 ••• , a~2k-2)' 6 = (b~, ... , b~2k_2) and 
the same nondegenerate linear transformation CPs· If (e~, e~) f= (e1, 6) then 7J f= ",'. 

Proof. Without any loss of generality suppose aia f= aia for some jo. By Construction 
1, aio occurs in the (3io-1-th place of 7J1. 
On the other hand, by Construction 1, aia occurs in the (3jo-1-th place of ",~. Thus 
7J1 =/: 7J~ and thus 7J f= 7J'. Similarly we can prove the lemma for Construction 2. 0 

Theorem 6 (i) Using two bent sequences of length 22k- 2 
J say 6 and 6, we can 

construct 22k 2 different bent sequences of length 22k. 

(ii) Let r2k denote the number of the bent sequences of length 22k. Then r2k ~ 
(22k - 2)rik_2 for k ~ 2. 

Proof. (i) For the two bent sequences of length of 22k- 2 in Construction 1 (2), cp has 
22k- 1 - 1 choices. By Lemma 9, we can construct 22k- 1 - 1 different bent sequences 
from the two known bent sequences of length of 22k- 2. By Lemma 8, we have 22k - 2 
different bent sequences of length of 22k in Construction 1 and 2 in total. 
(ii) Two bent sequences of length 22k - 2 have rik-2 choices. By Lemma 10 and (i) 
of the theorem, r2k ~ (22k - 2)rik_2 for k ~ 2. 0 

We note that (i) of Theorem 6 gives many more bent sequences of length 22k from two 
known bent sequences of length 22k- 2 than the ordinary construction, which gives 10 
bent sequences of length 22k from two known bent sequences of length 22k- 2 (see [2]). 

2.4 Examples 

Example 1 Since r2 = 8, by Theorem 1, r4 ~ (24 2)82 = 896 and r6 ~ (26 - 2)r1 = 
62.8962 = 62·802816 = 49774592. 
Previously Adams and Tavares [2] estimated 48201728 as the number of bent se
quences of length 26 including linear-based bent sequences and those constructed 
from four bent sequences of length 24. 

Example 2 Let k = 3 in Construction. Let cp be a nondegenerate linear transfor
mation on 115. Write ao = (0,0,0,0,0), a1 = (0,0,0,0,1), ... , 0:211-1 = (1,1,1,1,1). 
Define cp, a nondegenerate linear transformation on 115 as follows 

cp( ad = (0,0,0,1,1), cp( a2) = (0,0,1,1,0), cp( (4) = (0,1,1,0,0), 
cp( as) = (1,1,0,0,0), cp( (16) = (1,0,0,0,0). 



Obviously, {aI, a2} a4, a8, a16} is a basis of Vs. 
Write cp( aj) = /3j where j = D, 1, ... ,31. Hence we have 

/30 = (D, D, D, D, D), 
/34 = (D, 1, 1, D, D), 
/38 = (1,1, D, D, D), 

/312 = (1, D, 1, D, D), 
/316 = (1, D, D, D, D), 
/320 = (1,1,1, D, D), 
/324 = (D, 1, D, D, D), 
/328 (D, D, 1, D, D), 

/31 = (D,D,D,l,l), 
/35 = (D,l,I,I,I), 
/39 = (1, 1, D, 1, 1), 
/313 = (1, D, 1, 1,1), 
/311 (I,D,D,l,l), 
/321 = (1,1,1,1,1), 
/325 = (D, 1, D, 1, 1), 
/329 = (D, D, 1, 1,1), 

Choose two bent sequences of length 24: 

and 

/32 = (D, D, 1, 1, D), 
/36 = (D, 1, D, 1, D), 
/310 = (1,1,1,1, D), 
/314 = (1, D, D, 1, D) 
/318 = (1, D, 1, I, D), 
/322 = (1,1, D, 1, D), 
/326 = (D, 1, 1, 1, D), 
/330 = (D, D, D, 1, D) 

/33::::;: (D, D, 1, D, 1), 
/31 = (D, 1, D, D, I), 
/3u = (1,1,1, D, 1), 
/315 = (l,D,D,D,l), 
/319 = (1, D, 1, D, 1), 
/323 = (1,1, D, D, 1), 
/327 = (D, 1,1, D, 1), 
/331 = (D, D, D, D, 1). 

6 (+++-+++-+++- --+)=(b1 )···,bI6 ). 

Let the /3o-th, the /31-th, ... , the /315-th entries of 1]1 be aI, a2, ... , a16 respectively 
and the /316-th, the /317-th, ... , the /331-th entries of 1]1 be bt, b2, ... 1 bI6 respectively. 
We have now constructed 1]1: 

'1]1 = (+ + - + - + + - + - - + + - + + + + - + + + - + - + - + - ++). 

Also let the /3o-th, the /31-th, ... , the /315-th entries of '1]2 be at, a2, ... , a16 respec
tively and the /316-th, the /317-th, ... , the /331-th entries of '1]2 be -b1 , -b2 , ... , -b16 

respectively. We have now constructed '1]2: 

'1]2 = (+ + + + + + + - - - + + - + - + - + + - - + + - - - - +-). 

Finally set '1] ('1]1, '1]2). By Lemma 6, this is a bent sequence of length of 26 by using 
6, 6 and cp in Construction 1. 
Similarly we can construct another bent sequence by using el, 6 and cp in Construc
tion 2. To do this set '1]~ = '1]1 and 1]~ = -1]2. 1]' = (1]~, 1]~). By Lemma 7, this is a 
bent sequence of length of 26 by using e1, 6 and cp in Construction 2. 
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